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• PRODUCTS: Both in physical form and on the website, ALL products EXCEPT Ear Pro products (as being medical grade products) and batteries (as exposure does not 
   occur unless a consumer performs an unreasonable act to breach the battery for exposure to the internal contents) will be labeled.

• WARNING VERBIAGE: All packing/labels/stickers for all products EXCEPT Ear Pro products and batteries will include the following warning:
   “     California Proposition 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemical(s) known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects 
     or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/product” 

NOTE: This did not get addressed in the meeting, but one of the requirements is that a symbol (namely, an exclamation point within a bolded triangle) 
     is included left to the “WARNING” 
 **The “WARNING” must be in bold and CAPITALIZED, ahead of the actual warning.
 **The entire warning must be in a type size no smaller than the largest type size used for the other consumer information on the product.  In no case shall
     the warning appear in a type size smaller than 8-point type. 

• UPDATING PACKAGING:
 **As NEW batches of packaging are needed, Creative Services will update the packaging to include the updated Warning.  Moving forward, stickers with the updated 
     Warning will be applied to products which do not have “normal” packaging.
 ** Dave/Steve/Michael: For existing finished goods for which packaging is old or for some reason does not have the Warning (other than Ear Pro products and
      batteries), please have the updated Warning stickers applied to packaging before shipping out.

• INTERNET SALES:  For the website, before the point of purchase, the consumer must be given the warning by EITHER on the product page OR a clearly marked 
     hyperlink using the word “WARNING” on the product display page OR otherwise prominently displayed to the purchaser before the purchase is complete.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING:
This product can expose you to chemical(s) known to the State of 

California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. 
For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/product


